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Abstract:
This paper addresses the problem of characterizing external positivity (equivalently, non-
negative impulse response) of third-order single-input, single-output (SISO) linear systems.
We show how an exact, geometric solution to this problem follows by first identifying an
equivalence between the impulse response of an externally positive system on the one hand, and
the probability density function of a non-negative random variable on the other, then drawing
on the characterization of matrix exponential distributions, defined as probability distributions
for which the Laplace transform is a rational function. The results are then extended to the
characterization of strongly unimodal systems, defined as systems in which input signals with a
time-derivative that has at most one sign variation (namely, are pulse-like) are mapped to output
signals with the same property. The results are applied to a third-order compartmental system
arising in pharmacokinetics, in which the properties of non-negativity of the impulse response
and the preservation of unimodality from drug adminstration (input) to compartmental drug
concentration (output) are of clinical relevance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many systems are described by physical quantities which
are intrinsically constrained to be non-negative, such
as chemical concentrations, population levels and queue
lengths. Systems subject to these constraints—known as
positive systems—are abundant in practical applications
spanning biology, ecology, pharmacology, biochemistry,
network flows, epidemiology and economics, and are of
longstanding system theoretical interest.

For linear state-space models, a distinction needs to be
drawn between internal positivity (or simply “positivity”)
and external positivity, also known as input–output pos-
itivity; see Farina and Rinaldi (2000). Continuous-time
(internally) positive, linear time-invariant (LTI) systems
in state-space form are readily characterized; namely A is
required to be Metzler, while B,C and D necessarily have
non-negative entries; see Farina and Rinaldi (2000). These
easily-checkable conditions on the state-space quadruple
(A,B,C,D) ensure that all associated state variables and
system output remain non-negative at every time instant
for every non-negative initial state and every non-negative
input.

Externally positive systems, on the other hand, map mono-
tonically increasing inputs to monotonically increasing
outputs, a property known to be satisfied for a single-
input, single-output (SISO) LTI system if and only if
its impulse response is non-negative. Despite this simply-
stated definition, the complete characterization of external
positivity remains stubbornly elusive (Farina and Rinaldi,
2000, p. 11); see also Drummond et al. (2019).

Zemanian (1960) established several sufficient conditions
for a continuous-time, LTI SISO system to exhibit a
monotone nondecreasing step response, equivalent to a
non-negative impulse response (NNIR) and hence external
positivity. Numerous authors have subsequently presented
a range of sufficient conditions for NNIR in terms of
pole-zero patterns; see for example Liu and Bauer (2008);
Drummond et al. (2019) and the references therein.

Grussler and Rantzer (2014) presented a tractable, state-
space-based sufficiency test for external positivity, veri-
fication of which for a given rational transfer function is
known to be NP-hard; see Bell et al. (2010). The sufficiency
test in Grussler and Sepulchre (2019) employs an impulse
response product of Ebihara (2018) to derive a state-space
characterization of external positivity, but the Kronecker
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product in (Grussler and Sepulchre, 2019, Theorem 1)
implies that this characterization does not necessarily en-
compass all low-order systems, e.g. third-order systems.

Of key importance to the present paper is the work of
Lin and Fang (1997), in which necessary and sufficient
conditions are presented for a third-order SISO LTI system
to have a monotone nondecreasing step response; see
also Jiang et al. (2001). For third-order systems having
real poles, a comprehensive characterization of external
positivity is therefore presented in Theorem 5 of Lin
and Fang (1997). The characterization is nonetheless very
complicated, and does not extend to the case of systems
having complex poles.

In this paper, we exploit the equivalence between the
impulse response of an externally positive system having
unity DC gain with a probability density function (pdf)
of a continuous random variable, and hence equate the
associated cumulative distribution function (cdf) with the
unit step response. In this way, we are able to leverage
a rich literature from stochastic modeling (specifically, so-
called matrix-exponential distributions; Bean et al. (2008))
to simplify the characterization of external positivity of
third-order systems in Lin and Fang (1997), and to extend
the characterization to the case of complex poles.

In studying fundamental performance limitations for a
class of positive nonlinear systems, Goodwin et al. (2018)
established an intriguing property exhibited by stable all-
pole linear systems, namely that the impulse response g(t)
of any such system satisfies the property that ġ(t)/g(t) is
a non-increasing function of time t > 0; see (Goodwin
et al., 2018, Lemma 32). This result invites the following
questions: (a) does there exist a physical interpretation of
this property? (b) are there linear systems other than all-
pole systems for which the property holds? If so, how are
they characterized?

An intuitively appealing answer to question (a) comes from
very recent work of Grussler and Sepulchre (2019), wherein
the notion of strong unimodality of a system is defined.
Strongly unimodal systems map unimodal inputs (i.e. sig-
nals having a unique maximum) to unimodal outputs. It is
shown in Grussler and Sepulchre (2019) that an LTI sys-
tem with impulse response g(t) satisfies the ġ(t)/g(t) non-
increasing property if and only if it preserves unimodality
from input to output, i.e. is strongly unimodal.

In this paper, we address question (b) for strictly proper
third-order systems expressed in transfer function form.
For this class of systems, we present a method for calcu-
lating the region in R2 which—for a user-specified set of
three real poles—completely describes the set of numera-
tor coefficients such that the resulting system is strongly
unimodal. Central to the proposed method is the fact that
strong unimodality of a given third-order system is equiv-
alent to external positivity of an appropriately defined
auxiliary system which is itself third-order.

Pharmacokinetics is a branch of pharmacology that studies
drug concentrations in various organs and tissue groups as
a function of time and dose. Since drug concentrations are
necessarily non-negative, and since drug concentrations
are often simply assumed to monotonically decline after
discontinuation of bolus (pulse-like) drug administration,

pharmacokinetics is a very natural domain for the appli-
cation of the concepts of external positivity and strong
unimodality; see Chellaboina et al. (2004). We illustrate
the application of the results in this paper to a third-order
pharmacokinetic model for the absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion of remifentanil, an ultra-short
acting opioid analgesic often used during general anaes-
thesia; see Cascone et al. (2013).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 establishes notation, and summarizes key back-
ground results on monotone nondecreasing step response,
matrix exponential distributions and strong unimodality.
Section 3 presents a method for calculating the region
of strong unimodality for a third-order system with pre-
scribed real poles. In Section 4 the results of the two
previous sections are applied in a pharmacokinetic setting.
Concluding remarks and directions for future research are
presented in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Notation

The set of nonnegative real numbers is denoted by R≥0 :=
{x ∈ R : x ≥ 0}, and the set of all nonnegative functions
is denoted by S≥0 := {g : R→ R≥0}.
For a real-valued function g : R→ R∪{−∞}, we say that
it is concave if g(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≥ λg(x) + (1− λ)g(y) for
all 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The set of all concave functions is denoted
by Sc. The set of all integrable functions is denoted by L1.
The convolution of two real-valued functions g and u is
defined as (g ∗u)(t) =

∫∞
−∞ f(t−τ)g(τ)dτ . For A ⊂ R, the

indicator function is defined as

1A(x) =

{
1 x ∈ A,
0 x /∈ A.

In the sequel, we shall commonly refer to a system via its
transfer function, with only a mild abuse of terminology.

2.2 Monotone nondecreasing step response

Consider a third-order linear SISO linear system with a
non-strictly proper transfer function

G(s) = K
cs3 + bs2 + as+ 1

ps3 + qs2 + rs+ 1
, (1)

where the gain K > 0 is set to one without loss of
generality, and where

ps3 + qs2 + rs+ 1 = (T1s+ 1)(T2s+ 1)(T3s+ 1), (2)

with T1 ≥ T2 ≥ T3 > 0.

In this paper, we identify an equivalence between the
impulse response of an externally positive system on the
one hand, and the probability density function of a non-
negative random variable on the other. Alternatively, an
equivalence is identified between a monotone nondecreas-
ing step response of a linear system and the cumulative
distribution function of a continuous random variable tak-
ing only non-negative values.

Theorem 1. (Lin and Fang (1997)). A necessary and suf-
ficient condition for the monotone nondecreasing step re-
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sponse of (1)–(2) with three distinct real negative poles,
i.e. T1 > T2 > T3 is that

c ≤ bT1T2T3/((T1T2 + T2T3 + T3T1) (3)

and

T 2
1 (a− T1)− T1b+ c ≤ 0, (4a)

T 2
2 (a− T2)− T2b+ c ≥ 0 (4b)

and

T 2
2 (a− T2)− T2b+ c < 0, (5a)

[T2T3/(T2 + T3)] (b− T2T3) ≤ c (5b)

and

T 2
1 (a− T1)− T1b+ c ≤ 0, (6a)

T 2
2 (a− T2)− T2b+ c < 0, (6b)

[T2T3/(T2 + T3)] (b− T2T3) > c, (6c)

T1(T2 − T3)

T3(T1 − T2)
ln
T 2

2 [T 2
1 (a− T1)− T1b+ c]

T 2
1 [T 2

2 (a− T2)− T2b+ c]

≥ ln
T 2

3 [T 2
2 (a− T2)− T2b+ c]

T 2
2 [T 2

3 (a− T3)− T3b+ c]
< 0. (6d)

Proof. See Lin and Fang (1997), noting that proofs of
supporting lemmas in the Appendix of Lin and Fang
(1997) are omitted due to space limitations; see, however,
Horváth et al. (2009); Kolossváry and Telek (2011).

Remark 2. Due to space limitations, Theorem 1 is stated
only for the case of three real distinct poles, namely the
type A case in Lin and Fang (1997). See Theorem 5 in
Lin and Fang (1997) for the case of two or more repeated
(real) poles.

2.3 Parameterizing the region Ω3

In Bean et al. (2008), a region Ωp is defined which
characterizes so-called matrix exponential distributions of
order p, defined as probability distributions for which the
Laplace transform is a rational function of order p. In
explicitly recognising the equivalence between probability
density functions and the impulse response of (suitably
normalized) linear systems, in this paper we are able to
leverage the rich stochastic modeling literature to address
a long-standing difficult problem of characterizing external
positivity, albeit limited to third-order systems, namely to
the region Ω3. We denote by ∂Ω3 the boundary of Ω3.

While the interested reader is referred to Bean et al.
(2008) and the referencies therein for details on matrix
exponential distributions, it is sufficient for the purposes
of the present paper to note that the region Ω3 precisely
and succinctly characterizes those third-order LTI systems
for which the impulse response is non-negative.

The boundary ∂Ω3 is defined in (Bean et al., 2008,
Theorem 4.1) via the intersection of an infinite family of
half-planes. In this paper we require a representation of
∂Ω3 as a parametric curve, as follows.

Theorem 3. (Fackrell (2009)). Let

G(s) =
a3s

2 + a2s+ a1

s3 + b3s2 + b2s+ b1
, (7)

where ai, bi are all real and such that 0 < a1/b1 ≤ 1, and
suppose that the zeros −λ1,−λ2 and −λ3, of b(s) = s3 +

b3s
2+b2s+b1, are all real and such that 0 < λ1 < λ2 < λ3.

Define θ1, θ2 and θ3 via

tan θ1 =
1

λ2 + λ3
, π < θ1 <

3π

2
(8)

tan θ2 =
λ1

λ2λ3 + λ1λ2 − λ2λ3
, π < θ2 < 2π, (9)

and tan θ3 =
1

λ2
, 0 < θ3 <

π

2
. (10)

Then a parametric representation of ∂Ω3 is as follows:

(1) for θ1 < θ ≤ θ2,

x1(θ) = −λ1 cot θ + λ1(λ2 + λ3), (11a)

x2(θ) = 0. (11b)

(2) for θ2 < θ ≤ θ3 + 2π,

x1(θ) =
(λ2

1 + λ2λ3) cos θ − λ2
1(λ2 + λ3) sin θ

cos θ − λ1 sin θ
, (12a)

x2(θ) =
λ1 cos θ + (λ2λ3 − λ1λ3 − λ1λ2) sin θ

cos θ − λ1 sin θ
.

(12b)

(3) for θ3 < θ ≤ θ1,

x1(θ) =
λ1(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1) cos θ

L(θ)
+ λ1(λ2 + λ3),

(13a)

x2(θ) =
λ1(λ3 − λ1)(λ2 − λ1) sin θ

L(θ)
+ λ1 (13b)

where

L(θ) = λ1(cos θ − λ1 sin θ)

− λ3(cos θ − λ3 sin θ) · γ(θ)(λ1−λ3)/(λ3−λ2),
(14a)

γ(θ) =
λ3(cos θ − λ3 sin θ)

λ2(cos θ − λ2 sin θ))
. (14b)

In (Bean et al., 2008, Theorem 4.1) it is shown that ∂Ω3

consists of:

(1) straight line segment between O := (0, 0) and R :=
(λ2λ3, 0),

(2) straight line segment between R and S := (λ3(λ2 +
λ1), λ3), and

(3) parametric curve Σ3, which has as its endpoints
O and S.

Example 4. Consider

G(s) =
a3s

2 + a2s+ 6

(s+ 1)(s+ 2)(s+ 3)
, (15)

wherein λi = i for i = 1, 2, 3. The three line segments
comprising ∂Ω3, parameterized by (11), (12) and (13), are
shown in Figure 1, where xi := ai+1 for i = 1, 2. The three
endpoints of the line segments are O = (0, 0), R = (6, 0)
and S = (9, 3). Also shown as a dotted line in Figure 1 is
the closed parametric curve Σ∗3 as defined in (13) but for
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. The curve Σ∗3 plays a key role in §3.2.

Remark 5. The characterization of the boundary ∂Ω3 in
Theorem 3 is far more explicit than Theorem 1, wherein
Ω3 is implicitly defined as the intersection of regions in
R2 which are not necessarily disjoint and not always half-
spaces; see (6). Moreover, (Fackrell, 2009, Theorem 6.2)
provides a parameterization of ∂Ω3 when two of the zeros
of b(s) are a complex conjugate pair, thereby completing
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Fig. 1. Boundary ∂Ω3 for G(s) defined in (15), with line
segments (11), (12) and (13) shown in red, black
and blue, respectively. Dotted line shows the closed
parametric curve Σ∗3 defined in (13) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π

the partial characterization in (Lin and Fang, 1997, The-
orem 6), which provides only two necessary conditions for
the case of complex poles; see also Jiang et al. (2001).

Remark 6. Theorem 1 can be used to easily check a given
point (x1, x2) for containment within Ω3, obviating the
need for the more computationally intensive semi-infinite
programming approach proposed in Fackrell (2012).

2.4 Strong unimodality

This section collects key results on strong unimodality;
the proofs of all results here can be found in Grussler and
Sepulchre (2019) and the references therein.

Definition 7. (External positivity). An LTI system with
impulse response g1[0,∞) is called externally positive if

∀u ∈ S≥0 : g ∗ u ∈ S≥0

Lemma 8. An LTI system is externally positive if and only
if its impulse response is nonnegative.

Lemma 9. An LTI system with impulse response g is
externally positive if and only if for all monotonically
increasing u ∈ S≥0 it holds that y = g ∗ u ∈ S≥0 is
monotonically increasing.

Definition 10. (Unimodality). A function g : R → R is
called unimodal if one the following equivalent conditions
hold:

(1) g has a unique maximum, i.e. there exists a mode
m ∈ R such that f is monotonically increasing on
(−∞,m] and monotonically decreasing on [m,+∞)

(2) g is quasi-concave, i.e.,

g(λx+ (1− λ)y) ≥ min{g(x), g(y)}
for all x, y and λ ∈ [0, 1].
The set of all unimodal functions is denoted by Sqc.

Definition 11. (Strong unimodality). An LTI system with
impulse response g is called strongly unimodal if

∀u ∈ Sqc : g ∗ u ∈ Sqc

Lemma 12. A causal LTI system with impulse response
g ∈ L1 is strongly unimodal if and only if g1[0,∞) ∈ S≥0

and
ġ(t)2 − g(t)g̈(t) ≥ 0, ∀t ≥ 0. (16)

Remark 13. Condition (16) is equivalent to the statement
that ġ(t)/g(t) is a non-increasing function of time t > 0.
See also the appendix of Goodwin et al. (2018), which
draws heavily on the notion of log-concavity.

A well-known necessary condition for external positivity is
the existence of a dominant, negative-real pole; see Zema-
nian (1960); Fackrell (2003). If a strongly unimodal system
is of order three, then the three poles are necessarily real;
see Theorem 2 in Grussler and Sepulchre (2019). Hence
the focus on real poles only in the present paper is not
especially restrictive. Nonetheless, this leaves to future
research the consideration of cases of two or more repeated
real poles, and the case of biproper (i.e. proper but not
strictly proper) transfer functions G(s).

3. STRONGLY UNIMODAL REGION FOR
THIRD-ORDER SYSTEMS

3.1 Region of strong unimodality for third-order systems

The following Lemma is central to the present paper.
For third-order systems G(s) it states that the auxiliary

system G̃(s) is itself third-order. Hence to check if a given
third-order system is strongly unimodal, we need simply
check if the associated (third order) auxiliary system is
externally positive.

Lemma 14. Let g(t) = γ1e
−λ1t + γ2e

−λ2t + γ3e
−λ3t, and

let G(s) = L{g(t)} and G̃(s) denote the Laplace transform
of g(t) and g̃(t) := ġ(t)2 − g(t)g̈(t), respectively. Then

(1)

g̃(t) = Γ12e
−Λ12t + Γ13e

−Λ13t + Γ23e
−Λ23t,

where

Γij :=−γiγj(λi − λj)2,

Λij := λi + λj ,

for i, j = 1, 2, 3 where i < j.
(2)

G̃(s) =
ã3s

2 + ã2s+ ã1

(s+ Λ12)(s+ Λ13)(s+ Λ23)

where

ã1 = Γ12Λ13Λ23 + Γ13Λ12Λ23 + Γ23Λ12Λ13,

ã2 = Γ12(Λ13+Λ23)+Γ13(Λ12+Λ23)+Γ23(Λ12+Λ13),

ã3 = Γ12 + Γ13 + Γ23.

Proof.

(1) The result follows on direct substitution of

ġ(t) =−γ1λ1e
−λ1t − γ2λ2e

−λ2t − γ3λ3e
−λ3t

g̈(t) = γ1λ
2
1e
−λ1t + γ2λ

2
2e
−λ2t + γ3λ

2
3e
−λ3t.

into the expression ġ(t)2 − g(t)g̈(t), noting cancella-
tions between terms γiλie

−2λit in ġ(t)2 and g(t)g̈(t)
for i = 1, 2, 3.

(2) Follows immediately from properties of Laplace trans-
form.

Example 15. Consider the system

G(s) =
0.25s2 + 3s+ 6

(s+ 1)(s+ 2)(s+ 3)
, (17)
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Fig. 2. Boundary ∂Ω̃3 for the auxiliary G̃(s) defined in
(18). The point (29.2740, 3.4269) marked via green

square lies within the region Ω̃3, thus G̃(s) is exter-
nally positive hence G(s) in (17) is strongly unimodal

whose corresponding (a2, a3) representation (3, 0.25) ∈ Ω3

shown in Figure 1, hence is potentially strongly unimodal
i.e. satisfies the necessary condition. To test for strong
unimodality, it follows via Lemma 14 that the (unity DC-
gain normalized) auxiliary system has transfer function

G̃(s) =
3.4269s2 + 29.2740s+ 60

(s+ 3)(s+ 4)(s+ 5)
, (18)

which, as a third-order system, is amenable to testing for
external positivity. See Figure 2, which shows that point
(29.2740, 3.4269) lies within the region Ω̃3 computed via
application of Theorem 3 to the system G(s) defined in
(17). It follows that G(s) is indeed strongly unimodal.

Since Ω3 is a closed and bounded (namely, compact)
region, and external positivity is a necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for strong unimodality, a means of

computing the region Ω̃3 is thereby suggested, in which
the region Ω3 is gridded, and each grid point (a2, a3) is
tested for membership in Ω3.

Example 16. For the class of systems G(s) defined in (15),

Figure 3 shows Ω̃3, the region in (a2, a3)-space in which
G(s) is strongly unimodal. This non-convex region was
generated by gridding the compact region Ω3 shown in
Figure 1, and for each grid point (a2, a3) ∈ Ω3, using
the method illustrated in Example 15 to test for external
positivity of the associated auxiliary system.

3.2 Region of strong unimodality: a conjecture and a
disproof

Based on the general shape of the region Ω̃3, it is natural
to conjecture as follows:

Conjecture 17. Given a third-order LTI system whose
transfer function is given by (7), the upper edge of the

region Ω̃3 defining the region of strong unimodality for
the system is the lower branch of the parameterized curve
Σ∗3 defined in (13) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.

Fig. 3. Non-convex region shaded blue depicts region Ω̃3 in
(a2, a3)-space in which G(s) defined in (15) is strongly
unimodal. Also shown is Σ∗3, with upper and lower
branches shown as blue and red lines, respectively

To disprove Conjecture 17, we seek a system which is
strongly unimodal, yet whose representation lies strictly
above the lower branch of the corresponding parameterized
curve Σ∗3. To this end, consider the system

G(s) =
0.48s2 + 3s+ 6

(s+ 1)(s+ 2)(s+ 3)
, (19)

noting that the point (3, 0.48) lies strictly above the
corresponding point (3, 0.4293) on the lower branch of Σ∗3.
From a partial fraction expansion of (19), it follows that

g(t) = 1.74e−t − 1.92e−2t + 0.66e−3t,

and thus, via Lemma 14, that

g̃(t) = ġ(t)2−g(t)g̈(t) =3.3408e−3t−4.5936e−4t+1.2672e−5t.

Application of Theorem 1 in Horváth et al. (2009) confirms
that g̃(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0. Hence via Lemma 12 it follows
that system (19) is strongly unimodal and Conjecture 17
is disproved.

Extensive numerical experiments with a range of randomly-
generated systems strongly suggest that the vertices of
∂Ω̃3 corresponding to points R and S on ∂Ω3 are given
by R̃ := (λ1λ3, 0) and S̃ := (λ1(λ2 + λ3), λ1). Hence in

Figure 3, for example, S̃ = (3, 0) and R̃ = (5, 1).

4. APPLICATION TO PHARMACOKINETICS

4.1 Compartmental models

Pharmacokinetics (PK) is a branch of pharmacology that
studies the movement of drugs in the body, starting from
administration to Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism
and Excretion (ADME). Absorption describes how the
drug moves from the site of administration e.g. oral, to
blood; distribution describes how the drug is distributed
through the various components of the body; metabolism
describes how the drug compound breaks down into other
compounds (known as metabolites); and excretion de-
scribes how the drug and its metabolites are removed from
the body; Kurada and Chen (2018); Brunton et al. (2018).
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Fig. 4. Three-compartment model from Cascone et al.
(2013), where clearance rates Cli are herein de-
noted σi

Pharmacokinetics studies drug movement as a function of
time and dose; see Brunton et al. (2018); Wagner (1975).
By using actual or predicted drug concentrations in various
compartments, drug disposition in a patient can be under-
stood. Compartments are not necessarily actual anatomi-
cal spaces or physiological volumes, but rather conceptual
volumes describing such as blood, organs, fat and lean
tissue etc. into which a drug appears to distribute. The
behaviour of a drug is assumed kinetically homogeneous
within each compartment; see Jacquez and Simon (1993);
Anderson (1983); Kajiya et al. (1984).

Compartment models describe the relationship between
the drug concentration and time; Kurada and Chen (2018).
Compartments are therefore helpful in understanding how
a drug moves and distributes within the body, so that
when a drug is given to a patient—and its chemistry, also
patient mass/height and other attributes are known—the
drug kinetics can be predicted; see Rescigno (1960). A
large class of PK models are derived on the basis of the
compartment concept.

In early phase clinical trials, several doses of a drug
are administered to a patient or group of patients, and
drug concentrations are subsequently measured at specific
times. PK modelling predicts and describes ADME of ad-
ministered therapies. It requires knowledge of the amount
and time of drug administered, route, and enough con-
centration measurements to describe peak concentrations,
half-life and area under a concentration-time curve (known
as exposure) for a number of patients. Models can be used
to evaluate the effects of disease, age and drug interactions
on PK parameters such as volume of distribution, half-life
and clearance that require dose alteration.

When multiple samples are difficult or impractical e.g.
paediatric setting, simulation experiments can be used to
create theoretical PK profiles after a single drug dose,
using the range of PK parameters determined from previ-
ous patient populations with rich PK sampling. Hundreds
of hypothetical patients can then be simulated in order
to ascertain an expected range of drug concentrations
likely after a dose, for that patient, with individual-specific
pharmacokinetics based on patient body mass and height;
see Cascone et al. (2018).

It is commonly assumed that as drugs are metabolised
and then eliminated, drug concentrations will monotoni-
cally decline after discontinuation of drug administration.
However, variable distribution of some drugs into specific

compartments and subsequently into clearance organs can
occur for some drugs. There can also be additional compli-
cations of changes in sizes of compartments as well as dif-
ferent capacity of an individuals metabolic and elimination
organs to clear drugs. Modelling using compartmental sys-
tems can be used to predict drug concentrations which do
not decay monotonically (e.g., underdamped oscillations)
after discontinuation of drug administration.

4.2 A numerical example

While higher-order, physiologically-based, models are pos-
sible (e.g. Levitt and Schnider (2005); Cascone et al.
(2018)), by far the most common in clinical practice are
1-, 2- and 3-compartment models. In 3-compartment mod-
eling, the three compartments describe the fate of a drug
once administered: the central compartment, which repre-
sents the plasma; the highly perfused compartment, rep-
resenting organs and tissues highly perfused by the blood;
and the scarcely perfused compartment, which represents
the remaining organs and tissues; see Cascone et al. (2013);
Liu et al. (2019).

Consider the following model describing concentrations of
the drug remifentanil in three compartments presented
in Cascone et al. (2013):

V1
dC1

dt
=−σ1C1 + k21V2C2 + k31C3V3

−(k12 + k13 + k10)C1V1 + I(t), (20)

V2
dC2

dt
= k12C1V1 − k21C2V2 − σ2C2, (21)

V3
dC3

dt
= k13C1V1 − k31C3V2 − σ3C3, (22)

in which (20), (21) and (22) are mass balance equations de-
scribing the drug concentrations in the central, highly per-
fused, and scarcely perfused compartments, respectively.
Similarly, V? denotes the compartment volumes, σ? are
the clearances (rates of drug elimination) from each com-
partment. The k? terms are transport coefficients (or first-
order fractional rate constants) between compartments,
with k10 the kinetic constant of drug elimination from
the central compartment. Finally, I(t) in (20) denotes the
injection of the drug into the central compartment.

Example 18. Assemble (20)–(22) into a state-space system
with state vector x(t) = [C1(t), C2(t), C3(t)]′,

A =


−(k12 + k13 + k10)− σ1

V1
k21

V2

V1
k31

V3

V1

k12
V1

V2
−k21 −

σ2

V2
0

k13
V1

V3
0 −k31 −

σ3

V3

 ,
(23)

B = [1/V1, 0, 0]′, and C = [1, 0, 0]. (24)

Using the parameter values V?, k? and σ? in (Cascone
et al., 2013, Table I), compute the transfer function C(sI−
A)−1B then normalize for unity DC gain to obtain:

G(s) =
0.5414s2 + 0.08431s+ 0.001347

s3 + 1.001s2 + 0.09531s+ 0.001347
, (25)

from which λ1 = 0.0172, λ2 = 0.0874 and λ3 = 0.8968,
i.e. the three poles are real and distinct. The point
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(0.08431, 0.5414) is strictly inside the region Ω3 (not
shown) hence the system (25) from drug injection I(t) to
the concentration C1(t) in the central compartment is ex-
ternally positive, i.e. has a non-negative impulse response.
The system (25) is not strongly unimodal, however, since
application of Theorem 1 in Horváth et al. (2009) confirms
that ġ(t)2 − g(t)g̈(t) is not non-negative for all t ≥ 0.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown how an exact, geometric
solution to the problem of characterizing external pos-
itivity of a third-order linear SISO system is available
by drawing on the stochastic modeling literature. The
equivalence between the impulse response of an externally
positive system on the one hand, and the probability
density function of a non-negative random variable on the
other, does not appear to have been previously recognised
in this context. In particular, the partial characterization
of external positivity by Lin and Fang (1997) for third-
order systems can be simplified and extended to the case
of complex poles by applying the results of Bean et al.
(2008). This characterization in turn paves the way for ge-
ometrically characterizing the region of strong unimodality
for third-order systems with user-specified real poles, since
that region is characterized by external positivity of a
system which is itself third-order.

While the methods in this paper are limited to third-order
systems, they nonetheless find application in pharmacoki-
netics, in which third-order compartmental systems are in
widespread usage. In this setting, strong unimodality is
of central clinical relevance, in the sense of establishing
whether or not a pulse-like drug infusion necessarily leads
to a pulse-like drug concentration profile. Extension of the
results to systems having order four and greater remain
quite unclear, with only sparse results in the stochastic
modeling literature for Ωp for p ≥ 4; see (Fackrell, 2003,
Chapter 6) and He et al. (2019). The cases of repeated
poles, and biproper G(s) i.e. non-zero point mass at zero
in the stochastic interpretation, are left to future research,
as is the problem of obtaining a closed-form expression for
the boundary ∂G̃(s) of the auxiliary system.
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